The Kantorovich±Wielandt angle he and the author's operator angle /e are related by cos /e 2 sin he. Here A is an arbitrary symmetric positive de®nite (SPD) matrix. The relationship of these two dierent geometrical perspectives is discussed. An extension to arbitrary nonsingular matrices A is given. A related four-way relationship with the operator trigonometry, strengthened CBS constants, and domain decomposition methods is noted. Ó
Introduction
While ®nishing [1±4] in 1996, I wondered about a possible relationship between my operator trigonometry angle /e, e.g., see [1, 2] , and the Kantorovich±Wielandt condition number angle he, e.g., see [5, pp. 441±445] . Quickly the relation became apparent: cos /e 2 sin he. This result was announced in [1±4] , with proof and discussion promised in a paper (this paper) to appear. See Section 2. In Section 3 we also very brie¯y discuss some relationships we have since noted between the author's operator trigonometry, strengthened CBS (Cauchy±Bunyakowski±Schwarz) inequalities, and domain decomposition methods, now also connected by this paper to the Kantorovich± Wielandt inequalities. There is a wider theory to be developed, but the main www.elsevier.com/locate/laa purpose of this short note is to present the result stated in [1±4] without further delay.
We ®rst recall the operator angle de®nitions [1, 2] : for simplicity we restrict everything here to ®nite symmetric positive de®nite (SPD) matrices A even though much of the operator trigonometric theory extends to arbitrary strongly accretive operators on a Hilbert space. The operator angle /e is de®ned through the ®rst antieigenvalue l according to l cos /e min xT 0 hexY xi kexkkxk X 1X1
When the operator trigonometry was originated by this author about 30 years ago, a min±max theorem was then shown which established that for all bounded strongly accretive operators on a Hilbert space, one has the trigonometric identity cos 2 /e sin 2 /e 1X 1X2
In (1.2) the de®nition of sin /e is sin /e inf b0 ke À skX 1X3
For A a SPD matrix with smallest eigenvalue k 1 and largest eigenvalue k n it is known that
Next we recall the Kantorovich±Wielandt inequalities. These come in several equivalent forms, see the development in [5] , which we follow. The Kantorovich±Wielandt angle he is de®ned as the angle he in the ®rst quadrant such that cothea2 jY 1X5
where j is the spectral condition number j k n ak 1 of the matrix A. Then the Kantorovich±Wielandt inequality states [5] that jhexY eyij T cos he jj ex jj jj ey jj 1X6
for every pair of orthogonal vectors x and y. Moreover, there exists an orthonormal pair of vectors xY y for which equality holds.
It is important to keep in mind the distinct geometrical perspectives of the Kantorovich±Wielandt angle he and the operator trigonometric angle /e. The geometrical interpretation of he as de®ned by the condition number j is (see [5] ) that of the smallest angle between Ax and Ay as x and y range over all possible orthonormal pairs of vectors. On the other hand, the operator angle /e was (see [1, 2] ) de®ned directly to be the largest angle through which A may turn any vector x. Thus in the Kantorovich±Wielandt theory, the angle he is ®rst de®ned by the spectral information k n ak 1 , and then later a geometrical interpretation is made. In the operator trigonometry, the geometrical turning angle /e comes ®rst, and later the spectral relations (1.4) were found.
Condition number angle and operator angle
Now we quickly prove the result cited in [1±4].
Theorem 2.1. por ny h mtrix e, the @untorovih±ielndtA ngle he nd the @qustfsonA opertor ngle /e re relted y cos /e 2 sin heX 2X1
Proof. This may be seen many ways. An easy and direct way is to simply verify the identity (2.1) in terms of spectral information. From (1.4) and the spectral mapping theorem we have cos /e 2 2k 1 k n ak 2 1 k 2 n , whereas from the conventional trigonometric double angle formula we have sin he 2 sinhea2 coshea2 2k 1 k n ak 2 1 k 2 n , where the latter equality follows by taking sinhea2 and coshea2 from a triangle described by cothea2 k n ak 1 . Ã A second proof follows by using the development of the Kantorovich± Wielandt angle he in [5] . There it is shown that from cothea2 j it follows from conventional trigonometric identities that cos he j 2 À 1aj 2 1. But we know from (1.4) from the operator trigonometry and the spectral mapping theorem that
Thus cos he sin /e 2 , which is equivalent to (2.1). This just mentioned equivalence leads us to reformulate Theorem 2.1 as the following more precise geometrical meaning of the Kantorovich±Wielandt inequalities in terms of the operator trigonometry. Theorem 2.2. he untorovih±ielndt ondition numer ngle he is the stndrd trigonometri omplement of the opertor trigonometri mximum turning ngle /e 2 , /e 2 he pa2Y 2X2
for ny h mtrix e.
Proof. As already stated, this follows from (2.1) and the fact that both angles are acute. Ã It is interesting to also give a direct geometrical demonstration of (2.2) in terms of complementary angle constructions in elementary conventional trigonometry. With h here denoting he, place ha2 and h right triangles, each with hypotenuse one, in the ®rst quadrant of a unit circle, each with base side on the x-axis. Then the height of the ha2 triangle is k 1 ak
1a2 , so that then the height (using sin h 2 sin ha2 cos ha2) of the h triangle is 2k 1 
There remains the length of the base of the h triangle, which by the Pythagorean theorem is
The relation (2.3) is, in terms of the conventional trigonometry congruent ha2 and h triangles, and using the operator trigonometry relations (1.4) and spectral mapping as above, exactly cos he sin /e 2 , the complementary form of (2.1).
Theorem 2.2 states the geometrical meaning of the Kantorovich±Wielandt angle he as the standard trigonometric complement of the operator angle /e 2 . However we may obtain a deeper geometrical meaning in terms of the antieigenvalues and antieigenvectors of e. We know [1, 2] for an arbitrary SPD matrix e that the ®rst antieigenvectors, namely, those vectors which are maximally turned by e, are the pair
Here x 1 and x n are the eigenvectors for k 1 and k n , respectively, and we have normalized
AE all to norm one. Similarly, the normalized ®rst antieigenvectors for e 2 are veri®ed directly to be
Note that the maximal turning by e is obtained in (2.4) by weighting the smallest and largest eigenvectors in the ratio k 1a2 n ak 1a2 1 je 1a2 , whereas the maximal turning by e 2 is obtained by a weighting in the ratio k n ak 1 je. Thus the dynamic geometrical meaning of the Kantorovich±Wielandt condition number angle de®nition cothea2 j k n ak 1 is, in the geometry of n-dimensional Euclidean space, precisely the weighting needed to produce the vector which is most turned by e 2 . We state this last geometrical meaning as a third (equivalent to
Proof. Recall that for any strongly accretive operator e, cos /e is called [1, 2] the ®rst antieigenvalue. The corresponding vectors which are turned the most by e are called the ®rst antieigenvectors. For e SPD, they are the pair (2.4). Ã An interesting illustration of the results of this section may be taken from [6] , where the operator trigonometric spectral theory for the discrete Dirichlet model problem of computational linear algebra is worked out in full. Finally, we extend the result stated in [1±4] for SPD matrices e, to arbitrary nonsingular matrices e. To do so we make use of our recent extension [7] of the operator trigonometry. Although there are several ways to extend the operator trigonometry (see Remark 4.1) it is particularly useful to modify the de®nition (1.3) of sin /e to sin /e inf ke À kY 2X7
where an arbitrary invertible operator e has been written in its polar form e jej, where jej e Ã e 1a2 and where is unitary. In the following we restrict attention to e a nonsingular n Â n matrix, as it is in the Kantorovich± Wielandt theory [5] . From (2.7) one obtains sin /e min ke À k min b0 kjej À sk r 1 e À r n e r 1 e r n e Y 2X8
where r 1 P r 2 P Á Á Á P r n b 0 are the singular values of e. One may check [7] that in order to satisfy the key operator-trigonometric identity (1.2), one then modi®es (1.1) to cos /e min xT 0
hjejxY xi kjejxkkxk X 2X9
Then clearly cos /e is given spectrally as in (1.4) but with k 1 and k n replaced by r n and r 1 , respectively.
Theorem 2.4. por ny nonsingulr n Â n mtrix e, the @untorovih±ielndtA ondition numer ngle he nd the @qustfsonA opertor ngle /e re relted y cos /e Ã e sin heX 2X10
he untorovih±ielndt ngle he is determined y the first ntieigenvetors of e Ã eF Sin he is the first ntieigenvlue of e Ã eF
Proof. The Kantorovich±Wielandt condition number angle he is de®ned [5, p. 442] for arbitrary nonsingular matrices e by (1.5) with j the spectral condition number j r 1 ar n . By (2.8) and (2.9) the operator-trigonometric angle considerations all reduce to those of the SPD square root jej. Note in particular that the Kantorovich±Wielandt angle he satis®es he hjej and that the operator trigonometric angle /e satis®es /e /jej. Thus we may apply Theorem 2.1 to conclude that cos /jej 2 sin hjej sin he. Theorem 2.4 then follows by noting that jej 2 e Ã e. Ã
Brief remark relating CBS constants, domain decomposition
In [4, Section 9; 8], we have developed a three way relationship between our operator trigonometry, domain decomposition methods in the computational linear algebra of discretized partial dierential equations, and the strengthened CBS constants as they occur in such multilevel iteration methods, see e.g., the book [9, pp. 374±381]. We would like to note here that with the results of this paper, that relationship is now four way, including now also the Kantorovich± Wielandt condition number angles. Let us very brie¯y explain the nature of these relationships.
In [4, 9] and elsewhere in current multilevel iterative linear solvers, one often usefully employs the entity c sup
for two disjoint ®nite element subspaces 1 and 2 . Here uY v is some SPD energy inner product on some chosen Sobolev approximation space. The entity c is called the strengthened CBS constant and represents the cosine of the angle between the subspaces 1 and 2 in the uY v inner product. It turns out that sometimes the block multilevel discretized matrix e for the domain decomposed problem can be preconditioned by an operator h À1 in terms of the energy uY v so that
or more speci®cally (e.g., see [10, Lemma 2.1]),
Singular preconditioners also enjoy such relations, e.g., [9, Corollary 9.4, p. 380],
where f y is a Moore±Penrose generalized inverse. It should be noted that often the relations between j and c are more complicated, e.g., see [9] . In certain important ®nite element schemes, the CBS constant c can be calculated from the geometry of single elements and is therefore independent of the degree of mesh re®nement. For further discussion of this point see [4, 9, 10] and [11, pp. 397±404] .
To make precise the four way connection between cY j, these multilevel methods, and our operator trigonometry, we want to present here a lemma, parts of which were tacitly employed in [4, 8] , which is so simple that only its usefulness allows us to state it for application elsewhere.
Lemma 3.1. vet e e n h mtrix with ondition numer j k n ak 1 . vet c e ny rel numer from ny djent theory deling with e. hen the ourrene of ny of
equivlently implies geometri onnetion of c to oth the opertor ngle /e nd the ondition numer ngle he ording to c sin /e cos he 1a2 X 3X6
Proof. Use (1.4) and (2.2). Ã
We remark that sin /e, from which the operator trigonometry originated in 1967, remains more useful than cos /e, which gives the theory its geometrical content.
Concluding remarks
Remark 4.1. We have shown here, as claimed in [1±4] , that for any symmetric positive de®nite matrix A, its Kantorovich±Wielandt condition number angle he has a new geometric meaning in terms of our operator trigonometric turning angle /e X sin he cos /e 2 . Moreover we have extended this result to arbitrary nonsingular n Â n matrices e X sin he cos /e Ã e. Note that we may not in general assert that sin he cos /e 2 . For this to be so, one would need that cos /je 2 j cos /jej 2 . It may be checked that the latter is the case when e is normal, or more generally, quasinormal (e commutes with e Ã e). For an earlier useful treatment of the Kantorovich±Wielandt theory, see [12, pp. 81±85, 100±103].
The operator trigonometry and the notion of the operator angle /e from its inception were developed for arbitrary densely de®ned operators e in a Banach space, see e.g., the accounts in [1, 2] . For application to contraction semigroup generators, the emphasis was on an operator trigonometry of accretive operators. Hence operator angles and cosines for Re e were emphasized, although a notion of total cosines turned out to be useful for normal operators. This previous theory extends to arbitrary operators now in [7] by our decision to carry out such extension via polar form. The justi®cation for polar form is the following: we do not care about the``uniform'' turning that e may do, e.g., in the of its polar form, what we are interested in is the relative turning of vectors, as carried out by jej. This situation and rationale is analogous to that of eigenvalue theory where uniform scalar operators are not interesting.
Remark 4.2. The relations (3.1)±(3.6) demonstrate the basic four way connection between the Kantorovich±Wielandt condition number angle, CBS constants, domain decomposition, and the operator trigonometry. A second fact which gives importance to these relationships is that optimal domain decomposition convergence parameters can sometimes be determined in terms of the condition numbers, CBS constants, or operator angles. We refer the reader to [4,6±11,13] and similar literature for further details on such recent results. Although a preconditioned operator h À1 e in general will not be SPD, very often the important condition numbers of an iterative scheme may be expressed in terms of the SPD operator h À1a2 eh À1a2 . The general extension in [7] of the operator trigonometry to arbitrary nonsingular matrices e should also be of considerable independent interest elsewhere within computational linear algebra.
Remark 4.3. Finally, we would like to mention here an entirely dierent very recent application of operator trigonometry, to quantum probability theory [14] .
